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Abstract
We describe a robust accurate domain-independent approach to statistical parsing incorporated into the new release of the ANLT toolkit,
and publicly available as a research tool. The system has been used to parse many well known corpora in order to produce data for lexical
acquisition efforts; it has also been used as a component in an open-domain question answering project. The performance of the system
is competitive with that of statistical parsers using highly lexicalised parse selection models. However, we plan to extend the system to
improve parse coverage, depth and accuracy.

1. Introduction

In recent years, considerable progress has been made in ac-
curate statistical parsing of realistic texts. However, a great
deal of this progress has been achieved with systems based
on lexicalised probabilistic models of parse selection op-
timised on the Wall Street Journal treebank (e.g. Collins,
1999; Charniak, 2000). Evaluation of such systems has
been primarily in terms of the PARSEVAL scheme tree
similarity measures of (labelled) precision and recall and
crossing bracket rate. The alternative approach to robust
parsing, favoured by most commercial and academic in-
formation extraction systems, is to use (cascaded) finite-
state transducers, often augmented with heuristics such as
the longest match preference, to construct partial phrasal-
level parses (e.g. Appeltet al., 1995; Abney, 1996). This
approach has the advantage of being much less domain-
specific and does not require large quantities of manually
annotated training data. However, the output is neither
as complete nor as accurate as state-of-the-art statistical
parsers.

There are several reasons to believe that finite-state
methods of this latter kind will not be able to achieve the
same level of accuracy as a well-designed statistical parser.
The first is that heuristics like longest match interact in
complex ways with the large number of manually coded
rules required in a wide-coverage system, making effec-
tive development of further rules increasingly difficult and
requiring increasingly painstaking manual specification of
the contexts of legitimate application for each rule. The
second is that modular cascaded systems must inevitably
resolve some ambiguities earlier than is optimal because
of the requirement that the output from each phase of pro-
cessing is deterministic. A third is that many such systems
achieve much of their domain independence by basing rules
as much as possible on part-of-speech (PoS) tags, rather
than specific lexical items, in order to limit the number of
rules required. Evaluation has been sporadic, but suggests
that such systems are significantly less accurate at finding
both phrase boundaries and grammatical relations.

We have developed an approach to robust accurate, but

domain-independent, statistical parsing (RADISP) which
attempts to combine the strengths of both approaches. This
is a pipelined modular system, in which a beam search for
the most probable overall analysis is done on the thresh-
olded output of each phase—see Figure 1. First, text is
tokenised using a deterministic finite-state transducer. Sec-
ond, tokens are PoS and punctuation tagged using a HMM
with a large lexicon and well-developed unknown word
handling module. However, only very improbable tags are
removed at this phase. Next deterministic morphological
analysis and lemmatisation is performed on the PoS tagged
tokens. Third, the lattice of tags is parsed using a manually-
developed wide-coverage grammar of such PoS and punc-
tuation tags. Finally, then-best parses are selected from the
parse forest using a probabilistic parse selection model con-
ditioned on the structural parse context, degree of support
for a subanalysis in the parse forest, and lexical informa-
tion when available. The output of the parser can be dis-
played as syntactic trees, and/or factored into a sequence
of (weighted) grammatical relations between lexical heads,
or into a sequence of elementary predications and possibly
underspecified equational constraints in a minimal recur-
sion semantic representation. Figure 2 shows an intermedi-
ate stage of processing of the simple (TREC8QA) question
What debts did Qintex leave?along with three of the vari-
ous output representations.

We have argued elsewhere that an evaluation scheme
measuring recovery of grammatical relations between lex-
ical heads has a number of advantages over one measur-
ing tree similarity (Carroll, Briscoe and Sanfilippo, 1998).
Similar relation-based schemes have been employed by
others (e.g. Lin, 1998; Collins, 1999; Srinivas, 2000). Mea-
sured in this way our results appear broadly competitive
with those produced by state-of-the-art statistical parsers
(Briscoeet al., 2002a). Objective comparison across sys-
tems is hampered by the fact that systems extract differ-
ing sets of relations and have been evaluated on different
test suites. Our system achieves a F1-score of 76.5% on a
manually constructed test suite of 500 sentences from the
Susanne corpus (see Carrollet al., 1998; Briscoeet al.,
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Figure 1: System architecture.

2002a for further details). Other published results report
F1-scores in the region of 80–84% using a comparable eval-
uation with coarser grained sets of grammatical relations
(not including, for example, control relations) and differ-
ing test sets. There is evidence from the results reported
by Srinivas (2000) that Susanne data, drawn from a variety
of genres, constitutes a harder test than the more homoge-
neous Wall Street Journal. The RADISP system can out-
put probabilistically weighted competing grammatical re-
lations, allowing subsequent processing modules to make
principled trade offs between precision and recall. At 90%
precision, the system achieves 45% recall on the same test
data (Carroll and Briscoe, 2001).

The system has been used to parse over 98% of the 90
million word written section of the British National Corpus
(BNC) as well as the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus, Spo-
ken English Corpus, the Susanne Corpus and the TREC8
QA track top-ranked document collections. To date, the
resulting annotated corpora have been used to develop
systems for word sense disambiguation (Carroll and Mc-
Carthy, 2000; Lambeau, 2001), anaphora resolution (Preiss,
2002), acquiring verb subcategorisations (Korhonen, 2002)
and acquiring selectional preferences (McCarthy and Ko-
rhonen, 1998; Clark and Weir, 2001). The system has also
been used in experiments in information extraction (Yeh,
2000) and as a component of an open-domain question-
answering (Briscoe, Copestake and Teufel, 2002b). The
RADISP system is distributed freely for non-commercial
use (see<http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/lab/nlp/rasp/>).
Section 2 describes the components of the RADISP system
in more detail. Section 3 discusses ongoing extensions to
the baseline system.

ˆ ˆ_ˆ:1
What What_DDQ:1
debts debt+s_NN2:1
did do+ed_VDD:1
Qintex Qintex_NP1:1
group NNJ1:0.007 VV0:0.0007 NN1:0.99
leave VV0:0.644 NN1:0.355
? ?_?:1

(T/txt-sc1/-+-
(S/whnp_s (NP/det_n What_DDQ

(N1/n debt+s_NN2))
(S/sai/- do+ed_VDD

(S/np_vp
(NP/name_n1

(NP/n1_name/-
(N1/n Qintex_NP1))
(N1/n group_NN1))

(V/0 leave_VV0))))
?_?)

(ncsubj leave:6_VV0 group:5_NN1 _)
(detmod _ debt+s:2_NN2 What:1_DDQ)
(ncmod _ group:5_NN1 Qintex:4_NP1)
(aux _ leave:6_VV0 do+ed:3_VDD)
(dobj leave:6_VV0 debt+s:2_NN2 _)

ARGN u3 x1
What_rel x1
debt_rel x1
do_rel u3
ARG1 u3 x4
Qintex_rel x4
group_rel x4
leave_rel u3
?_rel u11

Figure 2: Example of text input to the parser/grammar, and
three different types of output: syntactic tree, grammatical
relations, and minimal recursion semantic representation.

2. Components of the RADISP System
The RADISP system is implemented as a series of modules
written in C or Common Lisp, which can be pipelined anal-
ogously to a series of Unix-style filters. It will run under
Unix, Linux, or SUNOS with most C compilers and most
Common Lisp implementations.

2.1. Tokenisation

The system is designed to take unannotated text or tran-
scribed (and punctuated) speech as input and not simply to
run on pretokenised input such as the Brown, LOB, Su-
sanne or WSJ corpora. A tokenisation program, imple-
mented as a set of deterministic finite-state rules in Flex
(an open source reimplementation of the original Unix Lex
utility Levine, Mason and Brown, 1992) and compiled into
C, converts raw ASCII data into a sequence of tokens in
which punctuation is separated from words by spaces and
sentence boundaries are marked.



This component of the system requires further devel-
opment as it does not annotate or preserve other document
structure such as paragraph boundaries. It can be easily re-
placed with other more developed tools (e.g. the Edinburgh
TTT system, Groveret al., 2000). However, it is simple to
add additional rules when new corpora reveal specific prob-
lems.

2.2. PoS and Punctuation Tagging

The tokenised text is tagged with one of the 155 CLAWS-2
part-of-speech (PoS) and punctuation labels. This is done
using a first-order (‘bigram’) hidden markov model (HMM)
tagger implemented in C (Elworthy, 1994) and trained on
the manually-corrected tagged versions of the Susanne,
LOB and (subset of) BNC corpora. The tagger has been
augmented with a statistical unknown word model (Piano,
1996; Weischedelet al., 1993) and achieves around 97%
per word accuracy when tested on similar data. However,
the accuracy of the unknown word component is around
80%, so that performance on less similar data can quickly
degrade.

As the Forward-Backward algorithm (FBA) has been
implemented in addition to the Viterbi algorithm (Elwor-
thy, 1994), the tagger can trade-off precision against recall
by returning all but the most improbable tags up to some
relative threshold ranked according to the posterior prob-
abilities found using the FBA. Returning a mean 1.3 tags
per word has been claimed to improve recall by an order of
magnitude (de Marcken, 1990), and turns out to have lit-
tle impact on speed of tagging. It is possible that a more
accurate tagger might allow us to dispense with threshold-
ing and increase system throughput without loss of accu-
racy. However developing such a parser is non-trivial since
extant approaches all tend to degrade quickly on lexically
dissimilar text.

2.3. Morphological Analysis

The morphological analyser is also implemented in Flex,
with about 1400 finite-state rules incorporating a great deal
of lexically exceptional data. These rules are compiled into
an efficient C program encoding a deterministic finite state
transducer. The analyser takes a word form and CLAWS
tag and returns a lemma plus any inflectional affixes. The
type and token error rate of the current system is less than
0.07%, and the system is able to process more than 200K
words per second on standard hardware (Minnen, Carroll
and Pearce, 2001).

When the analyser is applied to the thresholded output
of the tagger a distinct analysis is returned for each CLAWS
tag returned by the tagger. The primary value of morpho-
logical analysis is to enable later modules to make use of
lexical information associated with lemma forms and to fa-
cilitate further acquisition of such information from lem-
mas in parses.

2.4. PoS and Punctuation Sequence Parsing

The lattice of lemma+affixtag forms is passed to a mod-
ified version of the probabilistic generalised LR parser
(Briscoe and Carroll, 1993; Inuiet al., 1997), augmented
with limited lexical information encoding the probability

of some phrasal verb combinations (i.e. verb plus preposi-
tion/particle) and the conditional probability of high to mid
frequency verbs appearing with any one of 23 subcategori-
sation frames.

The manually-developed wide-coverage tag sequence
grammar utilised in this version of the parser consists
of about 400 unification-based phrase structure rules (see
Briscoe and Carroll, 1995 for further details). It is
designed to enumerate possible valencies for predicates
(verbs, adjectives and nouns) by including separate rules
for each pattern of possible complementation in English.
The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is ex-
pressed by adjunction of adjuncts to maximal projections
(XP→ XP Adjunct) as opposed to government of argu-
ments (i.e. arguments are sisters withinX1 projections;
X1→ X0 Arg1. . . ArgN).

Although the grammar enumerates complementa-
tion possibilities and checks for global sentential well-
formedness, it does not attempt to associate most ‘dis-
placed’ constituents with their canonical position / gram-
matical role. Therefore, the resulting parser is ‘intermedi-
ate’ in the sense that it extends a purely phrasal analysis but
not to the point where a complete logical form can be re-
covered deterministically in all cases. The current version
of the grammar finds at least one parse rooted in S for about
80% of the Susanne corpus, and a significant proportion of
the remainder consists of phrasal fragments marked as in-
dependent text sentences in passages of dialogue. For other
corpora the proportion of parses rooted in S recovered can
be lower; in the case of the BNC it falls to 67%, primar-
ily probably because of poorer tokenisation and sentence
boundary detection. In cases where there is no parse rooted
in S, the parser returns an optimal connected sequence of
partial parses which covers the input. The criteria are par-
tial parse probability and a preference for longer but non-
lexical partial parse combinations (Kieferet al., 1999). The
parser takes average time roughly quadratic in the length of
the input (Carroll, 1994). With respect to the Susanne cor-
pus the grammar has an average parse base of 1.28, mean-
ing that it assigns an average of 1.28n parses to a sentence
of n tokens. Sentences for which a parse forest cannot be
constructed within 15 seconds are timed out resulting, for
example, in less than 2% of timeouts on the BNC corpus.
The average throughput is 40 words per CPU second on
standard hardware.

2.5. N-Best Parse Tree Output

The parse forest packs subanalyses in a graph structured
stack using a subsumption rather than identity check, as is
standard with unification-based formalisms. This entails
that some features must be unified when packed subanal-
yses are unpacked. Probabilities are associated with sub-
analyses via those associated with specific reduce actions in
the probabilistic LR table. Then-best (i.e. most probable)
parses can be efficiently extracted by unpacking subanal-
yses and unifying the remaining features, following point-
ers to contained subanalyses and choosing alternatives in
order of probabilistic ranking. This process backtracks oc-
casionally when unification fails during the unpacking pro-
cess (Oepen and Carroll, 2000).



The resulting set of ranked parses can be displayed,
or passed on for further processing, in a variety of for-
mats which retain varying degrees of information from the
full derivations. The most common output format is one
which replaces the full featural description of each node in
a derivation with the rule name used to construct the local
tree. These rule names are manually encoded in the gram-
mar to retain essential features of the local tree and provide
the information required for the subsequent output transfor-
mations we currently utilise. This is the format displayed
in Figure 2 above.

2.6. Weighted GR Output

We originally proposed transforming trees to sets of named
grammatical relations (GRs) of the type illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 above as a technique for facilitating fine-grained
cross-system evaluation (see Carrollet al., 1998 where a
detailed specification of the representation is also given).
However, because this representation of the grammatical
information in a derivation is factored into a set of ‘atomic’
components which can be typed via their names, it can also
be a useful output representation for other tasks and for sub-
sequent processing. For instance, the argument relations
from derivations can be used for acquiring predicate sub-
categorisation or selectional preference information. Fac-
toring makes it possible to compute the transderivational
support for a particular relation and thus compute a weight-
ing which takes account both of the probability of deriva-
tions yielding a specific relation and the proportion of such
derivations in the set produced by the parser (Carroll and
Briscoe, 2001). Factoring of derivations into sets of bi-
lexical dependencies can also, in principle, support rerank-
ing of derivations using a lexicalised discriminative model
(Hektoen, 1997; Collins, 2000).

The GR set for a derivation is computed from the deriva-
tion tree labelled with rule names. Some relations are based
on information not accessible in a single local tree, for ex-
ample, whether a non-clausal subject is logically the direct
object of a passive participle. Use of non-local information
also allows the GR representation to extend what is directly
encoded in the derivation. For example, the grammar does
not attempt to relate preposed wh-phrases to their canonical
position, but appropriate GRs can be recovered reliably in
the many cases where there is only a single candidate verb.
The example in Figure 2 represents such a case.

2.7. Robust MRS Output

The GR representation stays deliberately close to surface
syntax, although it does encode some logical / underlying
relations via extra parameters on specific named relations
(see Carrollet al., 1998 for details). However, it does not
map easily to a logical form or predicate-argument struc-
ture, and the tag sequence grammar, unlike the ANLT full
grammar (Grover, Carroll and Briscoe, 1993) is not able to
construct a logical form deterministically from the deriva-
tion because of the intermediate level of analysis achieved.

Nevertheless, for some tasks that we want to use the
RADISP system for, such as parsing of highly-ranked
documents relevant to queries in open-domain question-
answering (Briscoeet al., 2002b), it is useful to be able

to output an underspecified semantic representation, in our
case robust minimal recursion semantics (MRS, Copes-
takeet al., 1999). In robust MRS the arguments of pred-
icates are represented using Parsons’ (1990) event-based
scheme: instead of, for example,give(e,x,y,z), Robust MRS
usesgive(e), arg1(e,x), arg2(e,y), arg3(e,z). This is done
because the arity of predicates is not known in advance
when parsing with the tag sequence grammar, so arguments
can be added incrementally. It also allows for underspecifi-
cation of argument positions:argN is used to indicate that
some argument relationship holds, but that it might bearg1,
arg2, or so on.

Composition of semantics is done according to a very
simple algebra. In composition, semantic structures con-
sist of a hook, currently with a single element, which is the
index, a list of elementary predications, and a list of equal-
ities. Each word of the input is associated with an elemen-
tary predication with the single argument being an event
or object depending only on its PoS tag. These predica-
tions are accumulated as the semantics is composed, along
with sets of variable equalities, insofar as these can be re-
liably inferred from the derivation tree labelled with rule
names (as above). Thus, the mechanism for computing ro-
bust MRSs from trees is very similar to that used to com-
pute GRs, but the output format is that of a factored and
underspecified MRS. Since there is a semantics for this for-
malism (Copestake, Lascarides and Flickinger, 2001), it is
possible to define proof-theoretically relationships between
(underspecified) MRSs, and these can be exploited in, for
example, matching fully-specified MRSs for questions, re-
covered using a deeper but slower and more fragile parser,
with the often underspecified MRSs extracted from docu-
ment collections using the RADISP system.

3. Conclusions and Further Work
The baseline RADISP system described here has usable
performance for a number of tasks. Its relative domain-
independence coupled with competitive levels of accuracy
make it especially practical for easy deployment on new or
varied data from differing domains. However, there are a
number of ways in which the system might be improved
which we are currently exploring.

It is likely that further improvement of parse selec-
tion accuracy will require a lexicalised model. Our cur-
rent approach to lexicalisation is to use a model based on
the discriminative technique of Hektoen (1997) applied to
the sets of grammatical relations extracted from compet-
ing derivations. In this approach, the model is trained to
discriminate between the correct and incorrect derivations
for a given sentence in terms only of the differing gram-
matical relations between them. Thus lexical dependencies
are utilised in an efficient manner ameliorating data spar-
sity. It is clear that this model results in more accurate
parse selection when trained and tested on treebanks con-
taining similar material. The challenge is to make it work
as a domain-specific reranking technique which can be ef-
fectively trained from noisy automatic structurally-selected
parses for a given domain.

There are many other lexical issues affecting overall ac-
curacy. It is likely that improved tokenisation including bet-



ter handling of idiomatic and semi-idiomatic phrases would
both ameliorate some parse failures and guide parse selec-
tion. However, reliance on lexical information leads to do-
main dependence so our broad approach is to attempt to
seed the RADISP system with such information acquired
from automatic parses obtained without it, as with our ap-
proach to subcategorisation (Carroll, Minnen and Briscoe,
1998; Korhonen, 2002).

The current manually-developed tag sequence grammar
was originally developed for the subcategorisation acqui-
sition task. However, it has since been extended to yield
parses for a higher proportion of data and to recover more
informative representations of constructions largely irrele-
vant to subcategorisation, such as names and dates, for ex-
ample. One way to improve system accuracy on specific
tasks would be to develop different grammars or subgram-
mmatical components tuned to specific tasks. To some ex-
tent, this is already the situation as the grammar is quite
modular, and subparts such as detailed rules for names,
dates or punctuation can be removed or added. However,
no systematic investigation of the performance effects has
been undertaken.

The work we have undertaken on probabilistic tech-
niques is fully compatible with any grammar developed in
the ANLT formalism. However, very little work has been
undertaken with the ANLT full grammar since the initial
experiment parsing dictionary definitions (Briscoe and Car-
roll, 1993) because this grammar requires accurate subcat-
egorisation information for all lexical items to function ef-
fectively. Recently, though, Grover and Lascarides (2001)
have demonstrated that a useful system can be built recov-
ering full logical forms for around 30% of sentences from
a sample of the Medline corpus, using a modified version
of the ANLT full grammar but backing off to PoS tags for
unknown words. If we want to accurately recover full logi-
cal forms in a practical way, the full grammar is a valuable
wide-coverage resource to achieve this. The challenge is
to develop a method of deployment which does not criti-
cally rely on detailed and accurate lexical information for
every domain. Using the output of the probabilistic parser
with the tag sequence grammar to constrain application of
the full grammar is one avenue we intend to explore in the
ongoing quest for a practical full parser.
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